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EXTERNALIZING THE DUTY:
A CAUSE OF ACTION WHERE CROWN FAILURE TO CONSULT FIRST NATIONS RESULTS IN THIRD PARTY LOSS

ASHLEY B. AYLiffe†

The decision-making process underlying Crown authorization of natural resource industry activity may trigger an obligation on the part of the Crown to consult First Nations. Consultation must accord with constitutional standards. Non-compliance can result in restriction of previously authorized third party undertakings. This can be costly and harmful to the industry. This paper assesses the prospects of a cause of action against the Crown in negligence as a potential avenue of compensation for third parties who suffer loss as a result of inadequate Crown consultation. The analysis incorporates relevant facts from several recent cases regarding ‘Haida motions’ and concludes that, in certain circumstances, such an action could succeed.

INTRODUCTION

The activities of the Canadian natural resource industry are necessarily intertwined with Aboriginal and treaty rights. Section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982 [Constitution Act, 1982] obligates the Crown, represented by the federal and provincial governments, to consult and potentially accommodate First Nations where authorized activities may affect their asserted Aboriginal rights. This duty to consult and accommodate was affirmed by the Supreme Court of Canada in the landmark decisions of Haida v. British Columbia (Minister of Forests) [Haida] and Taku River Tlingit First Nation v. British Columbia (Project Assessment Director) [Taku]. Lower courts have subsequently applied the Court’s rationale in Haida when handling First Nation applications for declarations that the Crown has failed to discharge its duty to consult and accommodate. These applications are called ‘Haida motions.’

A successful Haida motion can suspend or restrict private party operations carried out under a Crown authorization insofar as the operations affect asserted Aboriginal or treaty rights. Such restraint is costly and therefore significant to industry. This raises the issue that is the subject of this paper - whether the Crown is liable in negligence to third parties for damages incurred as a result of inadequate consultation. An analysis of the elements of the tort suggests that such liability could arise. However, suing the Crown in tort raises unique issues and a straightforward negligence analysis is inappropriate. Nevertheless, it will be shown that, in the right circumstances, these issues do not ultimately bar a private party from obtaining compensation from the Crown for losses incurred as a result of inadequate consultation.

† Ashley Ayliffe is a third year law student at Dalhousie Law School. Upon graduation he will be articling with Baker Newby in Abbotsford, B.C.

1 Being Schedule B to the Canada Act 1982 (U.K.), 1982, c. 11.
4 See, for example, Musqueam Indian Band v. British Columbia (Minister of Sustainable Resource Management) (2005), 251 D.L.R. (4th) 717, 2005 BCCA 128 [Musqueam].
In order to illustrate the significant potential for damage to third parties resulting from a successful *Haida* motion, Part I gives a brief description of the circumstances that trigger the duty to consult and the extent of the Crown’s obligations where the duty is engaged. It will be shown that natural resource industry activities frequently trigger this duty and that it carries extensive consultation obligations for the Crown with resultant risks for private parties who are themselves not responsible for consultation. Part II summarizes the facts in one successful *Haida* motion, *Blaney v. British Columbia (Procureur General)* [Blaney], to exemplify the inequity to third parties that can result when the duty to consult is not recognized or adequately handled by the Crown. This inequity, it is argued, can be addressed by the tort of negligence. However, negligence is not the only possible avenue for recovery, a fact acknowledged in Part III which notes the potential applicability of breach of contract, the tort of misfeasance in a public office and restitution. Part IV works through the elements of Crown liability in negligence to third parties for damage incurred due to Crown failure to consult. To better explain the arguments on both sides, the analysis incorporates relevant facts from *Blaney*, *Haida*, *Taku* and another *Haida* motion case, *Première Nation de Betsiamites c. Canada* [*Betsiamites*].

**I. THE DUTY TO CONSULT**

Third party loss resulting from a successful *Haida* motion can arise only where a consultation duty is triggered but not discharged. This duty arises from s. 35 of the *Constitution Act, 1982* and has been defined in a line of Supreme Court of Canada authorities. Where First Nations assert or hold rights pursuant to s. 35 and these rights may be affected by government action or decision, an obligation to consult arises as a product of the Crown’s honour. The Supreme Court of Canada has been unequivocal in its assertion that this duty lies with the Crown, not private parties.

The duty to consult is triggered where two requirements are met. The first is that the Crown (1) must possess real or constructive knowledge of the possible existence

---

5 *Supra* note 2 at paras. 53, 56. “[T]he ultimate legal responsibility for consultation and accommodation rests with the Crown. Third parties are under no duty to consult or accommodate Aboriginal concerns.”
8 *Supra* note 1 at s. 35. Section 35 states that:
   (1) The existing Aboriginal and treaty rights of the Aboriginal peoples of Canada are hereby recognized and affirmed.
   (2) In this Act, “Aboriginal peoples of Canada” includes the Indian, Inuit and Metis peoples of Canada.
   (3) For greater certainty, in subsection (1) “treaty rights” includes rights that now exist by way of land claims agreements or may be so acquired
9 The justification test for Crown interference was established in *R. v. Sparrow*, [1990] 1 S.C.R. 1075, 70 D.L.R. (4th) 385. Legal justification was held to require consultation. The duty to consult was expanded to interference with Aboriginal title in *Delgamuukw v. British Columbia* [1997] 3 S.C.R. 1010, 153 D.L.R. (4th) 193. *Haida* and *Taku*, *supra* notes 2, 3, expanded the Crown duty to consult to cases where there is an asserted, not just a proven claim of Aboriginal or treaty rights.
10 *Supra* note 2 at para. 25. Aboriginal rights held pursuant to treaties and potential rights held pursuant to Aboriginal claims were held to be protected by s. 35. Potential interference with all s. 35 rights carries a consultation and potential accommodation requirement.
12 See note 4.
of Aboriginal right or title. Secondly, the Crown must become involved in a decision-making process that has the potential to adversely affect that right or title.\footnote{13}

In \textit{Taku}, the provincial assessment of a proposed private party undertaking (the re-opening of a mine) pursuant to the British Columbian \\textit{Environmental Assessment Act}\footnote{14} involved a decision about whether to approve a road through traditional Taku River Tlingit First Nation [TRTFN] territory. These circumstances were held to implicate an ongoing treaty negotiation process and trigger a duty to consult. The first requirement was met because the TRTFN had made their claims known to the Crown through the B.C. Treaty Commission.\footnote{15} The second requirement was also met because the environmental assessment involved the Crown in a decision-making process that had the potential to adversely affect Aboriginal rights. The reasonable apprehension of adverse effects on TRTFN rights lay in the fact that the proposed road was to cut through claimed territory which was otherwise pristine.

In \textit{Haida}, the British Columbia provincial Crown decision to replace a private party tree farm licence pursuant to the provincial \textit{Forest Act}\footnote{16} on land to which the Haida Nation claimed title likewise triggered the duty to consult. The Crown was held to have had real or constructive knowledge of the possible existence of Aboriginal title because the Haida had claimed title to the land for over one hundred years. Further, the Crown’s decision to replace the licence was an action that would result in the cutting of trees on the claimed territory – an adverse effect on Haida resources and rights.

The scope of the duty to consult will vary from case to case. \textit{Haida} set out two factors that determine this scope: the strength of the Aboriginal claim, and the gravity of the possible negative effect on the claimed rights.\footnote{17} The Court envisaged a spectrum of increasingly burdensome consultation requirements, varying positively with these factors.\footnote{18} For example, the scope of the duty in \textit{Haida} was held to be measurable to a standard of “significant accommodation.”\footnote{19} This was because of the Haida’s strong claim to the right to harvest cedar and the direct interference with this right that logging would cause.\footnote{20} The scope of the duty in \textit{Taku} was also quite large. The TRTFN’s asserted claim was relatively strong by virtue of their involvement in an ongoing treaty negotiation process. The proposed road also created great potential for adverse effects on traditional land use activities. Consequently, the TRTFN were entitled to “something significantly deeper than minimum consultation and to a level of responsiveness to concerns that can be characterized as accommodation.”\footnote{21}
In these two cases the factors which determined the scope of the duty to consult registered on the higher end of the spectrum. Yet, even where factors line up on the lowest end of the spectrum, the duty to consult requires, at the very least, good faith and reasonableness on the part of the Crown.\footnote{22}{Supra note 2 at para. 41.}

This brief description of the context and content of the duty to consult demonstrates that in the natural resource industry the possible existence of a duty to consult is something to which the Crown must be alert. Where the Crown is not diligent, a First Nation may have a cause of action in the form of a \textit{Haida} motion. A successful \textit{Haida} motion can inflict significant losses on innocent third parties.

\section*{II. BLANEY: A SUCCESSFUL HAIDA MOTION}

As previously discussed, a Haida motion is an application for a declaration that the Crown has failed to fully discharge its duty to consult and accommodate a First Nation. The remedy sought is a court order requiring the Crown to perform constitutionally adherent consultation and accommodation. On successful Haida motions, courts may enjoin the operations of private parties for which government authorization has already been granted.

The \textit{Blaney} decision is an example of the application of an injunctive remedy arising from a successful \textit{Haida} motion in the context of a tangible resource sector situation. In this case, the provincial Minister of Agriculture, Food and Fisheries had granted an existing fish farm proprietor, Marine Harvest Canada, an amendment to its fish farm licence. The amendment, granted pursuant to the provincial \textit{Fisheries Act},\footnote{23}{\textit{Fisheries Act}, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 149.} allowed Marine Harvest to add one million Atlantic salmon to its farm, where previously only Pacific salmon had been reared. Marine Harvest had already introduced 700,000 Atlantic salmon smolts when the Homalco Indian Band [Homalco] applied for judicial review of the Ministry’s decision to authorize this activity. The Homalco brought a \textit{Haida} motion as part of their suit. At issue was whether the Crown had adequately consulted with them with respect to the authorization of the license amendment.

The British Columbia Supreme Court held that a duty to consult had been triggered and that the Crown had not discharged its duty since it had never met with the Homalco. The scope of the duty was next determined to be mid-spectrum. The Crown was required to meet with the Homalco personally, engage in discussion of their concerns, and provide authentic responses to these concerns.\footnote{24}{Supra note 6.}

The Crown’s failure to discharge its duty adversely affected Marine Harvest. Marine Harvest was enjoined from adding the remaining 300,000 Atlantic salmon smolts it had already obtained while the Crown fulfilled its obligation to consult with the Homalco. However Marine Harvest did not have anywhere to house the smolts, and the cost of securing accommodation for them was considerable. Furthermore, Marine Harvest could not be sure of getting its licence amendment even after the Crown had fulfilled its obligation to consult with the Homalco since the Minister
was ordered to “approach the consultation with an open mind and to be prepared to withdraw its approval of the amendment based on the consultation process.”

Marine Harvest had invested in infrastructure upgrades to accommodate the additional fish, and restriction of its planned expanded activity would reduce its investment to loss. The inequity of this situation is readily apparent. A private party in the position of Marine Harvest deserves compensation.

III. ALTERNATE MODES OF RECOVERY

Negligence is not the only potential recovery mechanism for private parties like Marine Harvest. Although a full consideration of each potential mechanism is beyond the scope of this paper, several potential causes of action warrant mention. Circumstances may allow for private party compensation on the bases of breach of contract, the tort of misfeasance in a public office or restitution.

Where Crown authorization is embodied in a legally enforceable contract and the Crown must breach that contract as a result of an order to consult, standard contractual remedies would be available. For example, there would be a potential action for breach of contract on the facts in cases such as Musqueam. In this case, the British Columbia Court of Appeal suspended the sale of property by the Crown to a corporation pending consultation (the court found that the Crown had failed to consult in good faith).

The tort of misfeasance in a public office could also provide a mechanism for recovery, but only where a decision to issue an authorization without consultation was made on the basis of a deliberate attempt to shirk the duty to consult coupled with an awareness that such an attempt was likely to injure the issuee. The negligence analysis is therefore intended to explore a potential mechanism for recovery in circumstances of Crown ignorance or inadvertence falling outside the ambit of the tort of misfeasance in a public office.

There is also the law of restitution. According to Bastarache J., speaking for the Court in Kingstreet Investments Ltd. v. New Brunswick (Department of Finance) [Kingstreet], “[r]estitution is a tool of corrective justice. When a transfer of value between two parties is normatively defective, restitution functions to correct that transfer by restoring parties to their pre-transfer positions.” The relevance of this kind of tool to the inequity identified in this paper is obvious.

Subsequent to the holding in Kingstreet, the law of restitution can provide compensation for wrongdoing, unjust enrichment or on constitutional grounds. The wrongdoing category seems, however, to require bad faith and so may not be available to a private party. That is because Crown failure to consult will likely be

25 Supra note 6 at para. 127.
26 Musqueam, supra note 4.
28 [2007] (SCC) 1 at para. 32 (CanLII).
29 Ibid. at para. 33.
30 Ibid. “The first category [of restitution for wrongdoing] is not readily applicable here since, in the case of ultra vires taxes enacted in good faith, it cannot be said that the government was acting as a ‘wrong-doer’.”
the result of inadvertence rather than malice. Unjust enrichment is also of limited application. One of the basic requirements of the tort, enrichment of the defendant and corresponding deprivation of the plaintiff,\(^{31}\) can probably only be met in limited circumstances where the failure to consult results in restraint of private party undertakings. Excepting any application fees paid out by the private party to the Crown, there is no retention of value on the part of the Crown obtained as a result of its authorization.

*Kingstreet* is perhaps most pertinent for the principle that where third party loss results from unconstitutional taxation, the requirements for restitution are far less restrictive than they would be for unjust enrichment.\(^{32}\) *Kingstreet* may create the basis for private party recovery of damage experienced as a result of Crown issuance of unconstitutional authorization without the need to resort to circumscribed private law principles. The objective is the same - restoring the party to the position it was in before the Crown's unconstitutional activity. The underlying rationale also corresponds: “...the central concern must be to guarantee respect for constitutional principles.”\(^{33}\) It is a constitutional principle that the government shall not levy taxes without constitutional authority. The honour of the Crown is also a constitutional principle and creates a duty to consult in accordance with the meaning of s. 35 of the *Constitution Act, 1982*. Ultimately, Crown non-compliance with either principle undermines the rule of law. The law of restitution may thus be of some use where the duty to consult causes third party loss, but the extent of its application is somewhat unclear.

**IV. NEGLIGENCE**

Although other causes of action may exist, this paper identifies and focuses on negligence as a viable cause of action in circumstances where third party loss has resulted from the Crown's failure to consult and accommodate First Nations. Two preliminary matters arise in this regard: the identity of the Crown, and the authority by which tort actions may be brought against it.

The duty to consult and accommodate lies with either the federal or provincial Crown.\(^{34}\) The two are legally distinct.\(^{35}\) A negligence analysis will therefore apply to either or both Crowns, depending on the circumstances. It is also clear that “Crown” refers to the executive and not the legislative branch of government.\(^{36}\) Crown liability therefore results from executive decisions or authorizations. The provincial and federal Crowns have exposed themselves statutorily to liability in negligence by means of the *Crown Proceedings Act* and the *Crown Liability and Proceedings Act*.\(^{37}\) Peter Hogg has noted that it was the *Uniform Model Act of 1950*

---

32 Supra note 27 at para. 39.
33 Ibid. at para. 14.
framework\textsuperscript{38} which was enacted to form the tort liability provisions in the provinces.\textsuperscript{39} The federal Crown has partially enacted this framework.\textsuperscript{40} The provision in the British Columbia statute is less elaborate. It incorporates the general \textit{Uniform Model Act} framework but without the specific list included by the other Provinces.\textsuperscript{41} In any event, the provincial and federal statutes purport to expose the Crown to liability in tort as though it were a private person.

In practice, however, the courts have recognized that suing the Crown in negligence raises unique issues. The Crown will not be liable in tort where activities are covered by an express legislative exemption or where damage results from an impugned policy decision. \textit{Just v. British Columbia} [\textit{Just}] established this,\textsuperscript{42} a decision that has been since cited with approval by the Supreme Court of Canada in \textit{Swinamer v. Nova Scotia (Attorney General)}\textsuperscript{43} and \textit{Brown v. British Columbia (Minister of Transportation and Highways)}.\textsuperscript{44} The policy/operational dichotomy represents one of the most significant potential barriers to the cause of action at issue. These bases of exclusion are not insurmountable, however, and are addressed below under the heading “Residual Policy Considerations.”

In short, armed with statutory authorization and an awareness of the special issues which arise when an action in negligence is brought against the Crown, a private party could employ the common law negligence framework to assert a claim. To succeed, of course, a plaintiff would have to establish legal duty, breach of the standard of care, causation, proximate cause, and damage.\textsuperscript{45} These five elements will be analyzed below in the context of Crown failure to consult and accommodate First Nations with resultant loss to an innocent private party.

\textsuperscript{38} Ibid. at 112. Section 5(1) of the \textit{Uniform Model Act} stated: the Crown is subject to all those liabilities in tort to which, if it were a person of full age and capacity, it would be subject,

\hspace{1cm} (a) in respect of a tort committed by any of its officers or agents;
\hspace{1cm} (b) in respect of any breach of those duties that a person owes to his servants or agents by reason of being their employer;
\hspace{1cm} (c) in respect of any breach of the duties attaching to the ownership, occupation, possession or control of property; and under any statute, or under any regulation or by-law made or passed under the authority of any statute.


\textsuperscript{40} \textit{Crown Liability and Proceedings Act}, supra note 36.

\textsuperscript{41} \textit{Crown Proceedings Act}, supra note 36.

\textsuperscript{42} [1989] 2 S.C.R. 1228, 64 D.L.R. (4th) 689 at 1244 [\textit{Just} cited to S.C.R.]: In the case of a government agency, exemption from this imposition of duty may occur as a result of an explicit statutory exemption. Alternatively, the exemption may arise as a result of the nature of the decision made by the government agency. That is, a government agency will be exempt from the imposition of a duty of care in situations which arise from its pure policy decisions.


A. Legal Duty of the Crown to Private Parties

The first issue to be addressed is whether the Crown, in issuing a project authorization to a private party, owes a duty of care to that private party where there is an underlying consultation requirement. Such a duty is not currently established in law.\(^{46}\) However, the categories of negligence are not closed\(^{47}\) and a novel duty of care could be recognized. Drawing on Anns v. Merton London Borough Council [Anns],\(^{48}\) the Supreme Court of Canada in Kamloops v. Nielsen [Kamloops] laid out a two-stage test for establishing duty of care.\(^{49}\)

This test was elaborated in Cooper v. Hobart\(^{50}\) and has since been further refined. Most recently, its development has been encapsulated in Canada v. Design Services Ltd.,\(^{51}\) a case dealing with the liability of Public Works and Government Services Canada to third parties in a tendering process. A duty of care will be found to exist if the following requirements are met: (1) reasonably foreseeable harm; (2) sufficient proximity; (3) policy reasons arising from the particular relationship between the parties which militate in favour of the recognition of a new duty of care, where no existing analogous categories of duty of care exist; and (4) absence of residual policy considerations sufficient to justify restriction of liability.\(^{52}\) An application of relevant facts from Haida, Blaney, Betsiamites and Taku to the current conceptualization of the Anns test will shed light on whether the Crown could be found to owe a duty of care to private parties under similar circumstances.

i. Reasonably Foreseeable Harm

The reasonable foreseeability of harm to a private party flowing from a Crown authorization made without adequate consultation would likely carry two requirements. First, it would have to be reasonably foreseeable that authorization without consultation could, in a general sense, result in a successful consultation. Second, it would have to be reasonably foreseeable that authorization without consultation would likely carry two requirements.

\(^{46}\) Cooper v. Hobart, [2001] 3 S.C.R. 537, 2001 SCC 79, 206 D.L.R. (4th) 193 at para. 36. The Court recognized several established categories, none which deal with the issuance of permits and licenses to a third party where First Nation consultation is a condition precedent. The joint venture category was more recently recognized, although not held to exist on the particular facts, in Design Services, infra note 50 at para. 67. It is possible that private parties authorized by the Crown to carry out resource extraction activities could be “closely managed” by the Crown in certain cases. Where this is the case, to the extent that the undertaking can be considered a joint venture between the Crown and the private party, the existence of an analogous category is arguable.

\(^{47}\) McAllister (or Donoghue) v. Stevenson [1932] A.C. 562, 101 L.J.P.C. 119 aff’d Cooper, supra.

\(^{48}\) [1978] A.C. 728 (H.L.) [Anns].

\(^{49}\) [1984] 2 S.C.R. 2 at 10-11 [Kamloops].

\(^{50}\) Cooper, supra note 45 at para. 30:

At the first stage of the Anns test, two questions arise: (1) was the harm that occurred the reasonably foreseeable consequence of the defendant’s act? And (2) are there reasons, notwithstanding the proximity between the parties established in the first part of this test, that tort liability should not be recognized here? The proximity analysis involved at the first stage of the Anns test focuses on factors arising from the relationship between the plaintiff and the defendant. These factors include questions of policy, in the broad sense of that word. If foreseeability and proximity are established at the first stage, a prima facie duty of care arises. At the second stage of the Anns test, the question still remains whether there are residual policy considerations outside the relationship of the parties that may negative the imposition of a duty of care.


\(^{52}\) Ibid. at para. 46.
suing private party loss. Based on the reasoning in Childs v. Desormeaux [Childs], however, this fact alone would be insufficient to establish reasonable foreseeability of harm. In Childs, the reasonable foreseeability that impaired driving generally can result in a motor vehicle accident and serious third party injury failed to establish that third party injury is necessarily reasonably foreseeable to a social host whose particular guest drinks and drives. The court held that there must be a “finding that the hosts knew, or ought to have known, that the guest who was about to drive was impaired.” This particularity of focus is the second requirement that would have to be met. Thus, a duty of care will only be found if the Crown could have reasonably foreseen that a particular private party authorization triggers a duty to consult.

As noted in Part I, Haida and Taku clearly articulated the conditions that trigger a duty to consult. These decisions were rendered on November 18, 2004, so that where the trigger conditions are present after this date, and the Crown is aware or ought to be aware of them, it will be reasonably foreseeable that the Crown has a duty to consult.

The Crown will often have subjective knowledge of the trigger conditions. In Taku and Blaney, for example, the Crown was found to have real knowledge of the claims asserted by the TRTFN and Homalco because of these groups’ involvement with the B.C. Treaty Commission. In other cases, the reasonable foreseeability of the duty to consult will be satisfied where it can be shown that the Crown must have known that an authorization would adversely affect Aboriginal rights. In Haida, for example, given that the Crown had access to evidence that cedar trees had been of significance to Haida culture for hundreds of years, a Crown permit authorizing the harvesting of cedar carried both the objective potential for adverse effects and the reasonable foreseeability of adverse effects. The objective potential of adverse effects triggers the duty to consult. The reasonable foreseeability of the adverse effects goes to the reasonable foreseeability that there is a duty to consult in the particular case as required by Anns.

The potential existence of an Aboriginal right or title could be said to not always be reasonably foreseeable on the basis that, under the Haida test, the Crown may have a duty to consult without having actual knowledge of this duty. Thus, Crown authorization may adversely affect Aboriginal rights or title without the Crown being subjectively aware of its duty. This difficulty has been noted in the context of the overall workability of the Haida test. In particular, the test has been criticized on the basis that “it can fairly be asked how the Crown can be said to have knowledge of

54 Ibid. at para. 28.
55 Supra notes 2 and 3. That is, where “the Crown ha[s] knowledge, real or constructive, of the potential existence of the Aboriginal right or title and contemplate[s] conduct that might adversely affect it.”
56 This is likely a generous temporal allowance in favour of the Crown, considering the words of Powers J. in Blaney, supra note 6 at para. 129. “[T]he recognition of the obligation to consult is not a new one and did not arise simply out of the Supreme Court of Canada decisions referred to. The obligation to consult has been recognized by the courts for a considerable period of time, and the British Columbia Court of Appeal decision in Haida certainly made it clear that the province had this obligation whether or not they agreed with that decision or were appealing it.”
57 The TRTFN had begun a treaty negotiation process under the B.C. Treaty Commission framework. The Homalco made a submission to the Commission which included information on traditional and current Homalco marine resource use adjacent to Marine Harvest’s fish farm.
58 Supra note 2 at para. 65.
59 See note 2, 13. The trigger is real or constructive knowledge.
an [a]boriginal right when the existence of the right has not been demonstrated” at law. However, the constructive knowledge threshold in the *Haida* test probably corresponds with the reasonable foreseeability standard set in the first stage of the *Anns* test. Where knowledge of the asserted claim is constructive, it would still fall within the reasonable foreseeability ambit of *Anns* because constructive knowledge will require facts sufficient to instil a reasonable belief that the claim exists. If it is not reasonably foreseeable that Aboriginal claims have been asserted in relation to a particular area, there can be no constructive knowledge.

Nor does the standard set by the second requirement of the duty to consult (knowledge of a potential adverse effect) offend reasonable foreseeableability. If Crown authorization of an activity that is likely to adversely affect Aboriginal rights takes the form of an environmental assessment approval, for example, there is a duty to consult and that duty will be reasonably foreseeable. Due to its specific nature, an authorization in the form of an environmental assessment approval discloses whether an undertaking is likely to adversely affect Aboriginal rights. Pursuant to s. 9 of the *Environmental Assessment Act*, which was the foundation of the impugned Crown decision-making process in *Taku*, a project committee was formed which ordered the proponent to produce a project report describing in detail its proposed undertaking. This report was reviewed and assessed by various qualified working groups of the project committee. There can thus be no argument that the potential effects of the project were unknown. If an approval to carry out an undertaking did not require the Crown to be informed of the nature and extent of that undertaking, it would not be an approval of the undertaking.

It is true that the reasonable foreseeability of adverse effects on Aboriginal rights will not always be as clear-cut as in *Taku* and *Haida*. In *Blaney*, the impugned decision was the amendment of a fish farm licence allowing for the introduction of Atlantic salmon. The Crown took the position that there was no actual risk of infringement of Homalco rights or title claims. However, this position was based on the lack of conclusive evidence confirming the risk rather than the existence of evidence discounting the risk. It was found that the Crown was contemplating activity which might affect Homalco rights and that therefore there was a duty to consult.

The issue is therefore whether the Crown’s failure to consult under such circumstances could give rise to a claim in negligence. The Crown after all had no definitive reason to believe that consultation was necessary. However, in this case, the Homalco did provide enough evidence to meet the reasonable foreseeability threshold. They had communicated the potential risks to the Crown, which included: “Spread of disease; Spread of parasites such as sea lice; Introduction of non-native species, being Atlantic salmon and potential escapements and competition with wild salmon; Destruction of mammals attempting to feed or feeding at the net pens; Pollution from waste feed, excrement, pesticides, antibiotics.” The Homalco substantiated these risks to varying degrees with evidence proffered before the Ministry made its decision to grant the amendment to the licence. For example, the Homalco supplied a report by a fisheries biologist who concluded that the potential for escaped

---

60 Slattery, supra note 11 at 441.
61 Supra note 14.
62 Supra note 6 at para. 54.
63 Blaney at para. 59.
Atlantic salmon would create new environmental risks in the area. So, even where the duty to consult is less obvious, it may be reasonably foreseeable that it exists.

It must be admitted, however, that where the evidence of adverse effect is less clear, a duty to consult may exist without such duty being reasonably foreseeable. Where this is the case, harm to the private party will not be reasonably foreseeable and no duty of care on the part of the Crown to the private party with respect to the consultation requirement will be found.

Another argument can be made that, even where Crown duty to consult is reasonably foreseeable, it may not be reasonably foreseeable that failure to consult could result in damage to a private party. This argument would hinge on the reasonable foreseeability of injunctive relief arising from a successful *Haida* motion. For it is injunctive relief that causes third party loss yet injunctive relief will not always be ordered on a successful *Haida* motion. Interlocutory injunctive relief was, however, granted by the Supreme Courts of British Columbia and Quebec in *Blaney* and *Betsiamites*, and this testifies to the reality that it is reasonably foreseeable that a successful *Haida* motion could result in the restriction of private party activities. In circumstances where the Crown issues a licence or approval to a private party, the private party that which would be subject to an injunctive order is readily identifiable.

**ii. Proximity**

As reasonable foreseeability and proximity are distinct requirements of the *Anns* test, the plaintiff would have to demonstrate sufficient proximity. That is, the claimant would need to show that the Crown “was in a close and direct relationship to [the private party] such that it is just to impose a duty of care in the circumstances.” Further, “factors giving rise to proximity must be grounded in the governing statute when there is one.” A close reading of this test indicates that a thorough proximity analysis requires a close and direct relationship and the existence of inter-relational policy issues that support the finding of a duty of care being just in the circumstances. When the Crown issues a specific authorization to a private party pursuant to statute, a legal relationship is formed that goes beyond the relationship the Crown might have with the public at large or even with the natural resource industry in general. This relationship can be sufficiently proximate.

**1. Close and Direct Relationship**

The proximity of the relationship between private parties and the Crown stems
from the specific and direct nature of Crown authorizations. In *Betsiamites*, the Crown had authorized an amendment to a government-issued forest management contract belonging to a private party (Kruger). Forest management contracts in Quebec are issued pursuant to the *Forest Act*, which states that the contract holder is entitled to supply wood-processing plants with lumber from specified areas in consideration for performance of the conditions of the contract and the *Act*.

Kruger may have had a cause of action in contract had the injunction not been lifted on appeal, but this would not have precluded a cause of action in tort. In fact, the existence of a contract can serve to demonstrate that the relationship between the parties is of sufficient proximity to warrant the imposition of a duty of care. According to the majority in *BG Checo International Ltd. v. British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority*, the particulars of a contract signify the nature of the relationship in which there is a duty of care. Pursuant to the *Forest Act*, the contract in *Betsiamites* described the management area from which Kruger was permitted to harvest trees to supply wood-processing plants. The relationship between parties in such circumstances is likely sufficiently proximate to allow for the imposition of a duty of care, at least with respect to the certifications made by the government in the contract.

Certifications made in non-contractual Crown authorizations also go to the factors identified in *Odhavji* as being salient at this stage of the analysis. These factors include the expectations of the parties, representations, and reliance.

Natural resource activity authorizations constitute representations that private parties may undertake specified operations in certain named areas. They import reasonable expectations that the necessary conditions precedent have been discharged and result in the level of reliance necessary for the fulfilment of the terms of the authorization. In *Blaney*, the Minister-approved amendment to the existing aquaculture facility licence was not a contract. However, a licence amendment does create a close and direct relationship analogous to the one in *Betsiamites*. The amendments in *Betsiamites* and *Blaney* allowed a specifically identified private company (Kruger, Marine Harvest) to carry out a particular type of activity (logging, Atlantic salmon fish-farming) in a specific area under Crown control. This created a close and direct relationship between the parties.

2. Inter-Relational Policy

The imposition of a duty of care must also be supported by justification in the form of policy reasons arising from the particular relationship between the parties. The restraint of private natural resource-based activities due to Crown failure to consult effectively shifts the consequences of the Crown’s failure to consult onto private parties. However, it is clear from *Haida* and *Taku* that the duty to consult lies solely
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with the Crown. The extension of a duty of care is just in these circumstances so that the party with whom no duty lies does not bear the cost of the failure of another party to whom such duty clearly attaches.

The relationship between the parties in Blaney exemplifies this inter-relational public policy reason for imposing a duty of care. As a private party, Marine Harvest was relieved by the Supreme Court of Canada of any duty to consult First Nations. Yet it was Marine Harvest that bore the practical consequences of the Crown’s failure to consult the Homalco. Furthermore, the Court’s declaration made it clear that Marine Harvest’s licence to farm Atlantic salmon might very well be revoked permanently rather than just temporarily suspended. If this happened, the unfairness would be even more obvious. Power J. noted that “Marine Harvest, as a third party, has relied on the decision, and would suffer significant damages if the decision was quashed and the salmon requested to be removed.” Enjoining the activities of a third party who has proceeded in good faith and to its detriment on the basis of a government authorization can cause damage to the private party that is tantamount to indirectly holding the third party jointly liable for the Crown’s failure to consult.

iii. Residual Policy Considerations

The second prong of the Anns test involves consideration of whether there are legislative or judicial policy reasons external to the relationship of the parties that preclude the establishment of a duty of care. The evidentiary burden at this stage is on the Crown. If the answer is yes, there is no duty of care and therefore, can be no claim in negligence. There are three primary policy considerations, two of which have already been noted as having been identified in Just, which could limit or negative the duty of care: (1) if there is a legislative exemption; (2) if the impugned Crown authorization was a policy decision; and (3) if the private party has experienced pure economic loss. Each consideration will be analyzed in turn.

None of the cases discussed in this paper (Haida, Taku, Betsiamites and Blaney) involve statutes which explicitly exempt the Crown from liability for authorization decisions. Other authorizing statutes, however, may contain such an exemption. A decision made on the policy level carries sufficiently compelling public policy considerations to negative a duty of care. Even if made in error the decision will
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stand, as long as it was not made in bad faith or for an improper purpose. The issue at this point, then, becomes whether a Crown authorization of a natural resource-based activity was operational or policy in nature. If an authorization was clearly legislative, akin to the passage of a general by-law, there will be no difficulty characterizing it as a matter of policy. On the other hand, if a structured statutory schedule governed the decision to authorize, as was the case in where highway inspections were carried out pursuant to established technical schedules, the decision will be seen to be clearly operational.

The authorizations in Blaney and Betsiamites, however, were discretionary amendments to an existing licence and contract, and were neither legislative nor clearly governed by a rigid statutory regime.

These Crown decisions to authorize lie in an area where there may be only slight differences between what constitutes policy and what constitutes operation. In such cases, Hogg has suggested that operational decisions can be distinguished on the basis that they are more specific and therefore amenable to scrutiny in relation to a standard of care. Decisions to authorize must therefore be assessed with this in mind.

In Blaney, Marine Harvest was granted an amendment to its aquaculture licence pursuant to s. 13(5) of the Fisheries Act. This provision fetters discretion only to the extent that a licence issuance requires payment of the prescribed fee. This suggests that the decision to grant a licence is general and highly discretionary, for no operational structure or decision-making procedure is provided in the statute. However, the B.C. Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Fisheries’ Marine Finfish Aquaculture Policies and Procedures for Licensing Applications do state that applications which have the potential to impact Aboriginal rights require consultation in compliance with the “applicable First Nations consultation protocols.” The applicable protocol is the Provincial Policy for Consultation with First Nations. Under Part C: Operational Guidelines it is stated that:

The Province recognizes the need to streamline existing consultation processes and incorporate the consideration of Aboriginal interests into Provincial land and resource use decision-making. It is essential that consultation activities are well defined and carried out efficiently prior to approvals/authorizations being made.
The protocol goes on to lay out a detailed stage-by-stage procedure that Crown decision makers are to follow when considering whether to issue authorizations. The direction provided by the protocol is consistent with Haida.92 McLachlin C.J. also referred to it in Haida, stating that “while falling short of a regulatory scheme, [the protocol] may guard against unstructured discretion and provide a guide for decision makers.”93 It is important to note that British Columbia is not the only province which has expressly taken the policy decision to structure ministerial consultation processes.94 A strong argument could be made that decisions in Alberta, Saskatchewan and Ontario to issue natural resource industry undertaking authorizations without adequate underlying consultation are also operational, for the same reasons. The reduction of unstructured discretion specifies the nature of the decision in accordance with Hogg’s above-mentioned indicator of susceptibility to judicial scrutiny.

In Blaney, then, the decision to authorize may have had policy aspects but the consultation aspect was operational and thus potentially subject to a duty of care. The Crown made a policy decision to impose the protocol on its decision makers. The decision as to whether or not to impose the protocol, however it was made, would escape the duty of care because it was itself policy.95 But now that this policy decision to require consultation has been put in place, along with the Operational Procedures to guide the decision-making process, the Crown cannot escape liability by arguing that there is no duty of care.

A decision to issue an authorization without consultation is operational in that it incorrectly applies the protocol.96 A final policy factor considers pure economic loss. Private party damage such as that experienced in Blaney and Betsiamites is likely to be categorized as pure economic loss, which is often held to be non-recoverable.97 However courts will inquire into whether pure economic loss may be compensable in negligence by analyzing the particular case with reference to the applicable prin-
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96 This assertion is grounded in Just, supra note 41 where the manner in which highway inspections were carried out was challenged by the plaintiff who had sustained damage as a result of a rock falling on his car. It was held that the decisions as to when to inspect were policy but once they had been taken and a plan for inspection had been put in place, the decisions as to whether or not to follow this plan were application of policy and thus operational.
97 Kripps v. Touche Ross Co. (1992), 94 D.L.R. (4th) 284, 69 B.C.L.R. (2d) 62 (C.A.) at 290 [Kripps cited to D.L.R.]. Pure economic loss is defined as “loss suffered in circumstances in which there is no personal injury or physical property damage, nor any risk that anyone would suffer either, but loss only to pocket or estate.”
Reliance is the principle that should apply to the loss experienced by private parties in cases like Blaney and Betsiamites. According to the British Columbia Court of Appeal in Kripps, pure economic loss may be recoverable where the court can infer there has been an undertaking by the defendant to look after the plaintiff’s economic interests. Such an undertaking will be indicated by (1) a situation in which the defendant had actual or presumed knowledge that the plaintiff might rely on it to look after its economic interests; (2) actual reliance; and (3) reliance that was reasonable in the particular case.

In Betsiamites, the terms of the forest management contract provided to Kruger by the Crown created such a situation. Pursuant to s. 102.3 of the Forest Act, the government of Quebec issued an amended forest management contract to Kruger which identified the area from which Kruger would be entitled to harvest timber for one hundred years. Kruger relied on the contract by establishing forestry activities in the management area. It was certainly reasonable to do this because that area was covered under the contract. The Forest Act also indicates that the Crown, by providing a forest management contract, shares responsibility for economic development with the recipient of the contract. Under these circumstances the Crown ought to have known that Kruger was relying on the fact that the Crown would not squander Kruger’s economic interests under the contract because to do so would be to squander the economic interests of the province of Quebec.

B. Breach of Standard of Care

In the absence of expressed legislative exemption and if the decision to authorize is deemed operational, a duty of care may be established. At this point the analysis conflates with the traditional approach to negligence. The private party must establish a breach of the applicable standard of care. For these purposes, it is appropriate to adopt the standard of care required by Major J. in Ryan v. Victoria, which is that of the ordinary reasonably prudent person in like circumstances. Thus, the standard of care required where the Crown grants a resource activity authorization to a private party will depend on the type of authorization granted and other surrounding circumstances.

The Crown complied with the empowering statutes in issuing the authorizations in Blaney and Betsiamites. Neither the Fisheries Act nor the Forest Act was violated and statutory compliance is evidence of reasonable care. It would also appear that
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the issuance of an authorization lacking requisite consultation by the federal Crown pursuant to the *Fisheries Act* would not explicitly violate that Act. The power of the Minister of Fisheries and Oceans to decide when to issue commercial fishery licences was characterized by the Court in *Comeau’s Sea Foods Ltd. v. Canada (Minister of Fisheries and Oceans)* as highly discretionary. Consequently, in a case like this, the Crown could argue that statutory compliance establishes that its conduct did not fall below the applicable standard of care. But statutory compliance is not determinative. The Supreme Court of Canada has held that statutory compliance alone does not preclude a finding of breach of standard of care, especially where a statute is general, discretionary or “where unusual circumstances exist which are not clearly within the scope of the statute.” The *Fisheries and Forest Acts* bestow a general and discretionary power on the Crown regarding issuance of aquaculture licences and forest management contracts respectively.

Further, these Acts do not address the special circumstances created where an authorization carries an underlying duty to consult. Statutory compliance will not evidence reasonable care where the legislative standards do not govern the particular facts. If intentional or negligent failure to comply with a statutory duty is evidence of breach of standard of care then, surely, failure to comply with a constitutional duty is even stronger evidence. Although the duty to consult is not a statutory duty, it is a legal duty, and one that arises from the *Constitution Act, 1982*. A strong argument could be made that Crown failure to comply with a legal duty arising from the ‘supreme law of the land’ is a failure which brings Crown authorization of private party activity without adequate consultation below the standard of care.

*Haida* and *Taku* clearly articulate what the Crown must do to comply with its constitutional duty to consult. The applicable standard of care with respect to the scope of required consultation might well coincide with the *Haida* and *Taku* framework. On successful *Haida* motions, courts order consultation that is consonant with these cases. In *Blaney* it was held that “[e]ach of the parties to the consultation can take direction respecting rights and obligations from these decisions.” In all cases, then, the standard of care should require a good faith attempt by the Crown to consult in accordance with its duty to do so prior to the authorization of a private party undertaking.

The type of consultation required of the Crown when making decisions to authorize
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private party activity in the context of the British Columbia aquaculture industry is indicative of the applicable standard of care in that context. Many First Nations in British Columbia can make a strong claim to a right to fish for wild salmon and the potential risk to this right posed by offshore aquaculture facilities is substantial.\(^\text{119}\) Under these circumstances, it has been suggested that the Crown’s obligation is to mitigate the adverse effects of interference with asserted Aboriginal rights.\(^\text{120}\) This is the level of action required for the Crown to fulfill its constitutional obligation to consult. This should also calibrate the standard of care required of the reasonably prudent Crown prior to issuing an authorization to an aquaculture facility operator.

In reality, the scope of the duty set out by the *Haida* framework is no more onerous than the common law standard of reasonable prudence. *Haida* makes it clear that it is not perfect consultation, just reasonable consultation that is required.\(^\text{121}\) Where the Crown has attempted to consult and does not do so adequately, a *Haida* motion will only be successful if the Crown’s attempt falls well below the standard of reasonable prudence. It is likely, then, that where a Crown authorization is invalidated on a *Haida* Motion, the Crown has been negligent.

**C. Causation**

Sufficiency of the causal link between the negligence of the Crown and damage constitutes the next element. The “but for” test is the applicable standard. Although there has been some obfuscation in the jurisprudence as to whether this is so, the recent holding of the Supreme Court of Canada in *Resurfice Corp v. Hanke* [*Hanke*] clarifies the point that, even in multi-cause scenarios, “the basic test for determining causation remains the ‘but for’ test. The plaintiff bears the burden of showing that ‘but for’ the negligent act or omission of each defendant, the injury would not have occurred.”\(^\text{122}\)

Common sense dictates that, but for the Crown’s failure to carry out its legal duty to consult, the damage experienced by Marine Harvest in *Blaney* would not have occurred. And “ordinary common sense” is the mechanism for drawing causal inferences in this context.\(^\text{123}\) Notwithstanding the invalidity of the authorization due to the failure to consult, Marine Harvest had taken all required measures to allow for the addition of the smolts. Indeed, most of the smolts had already been added and the rest were simply waiting.

It must be admitted that the causation requirement does place limits on the extent
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of compensable damage. In Blaney, for example, if good faith consultation between the Crown and the Homalco results in a withdrawal of the permit, not all projected damages will be caused by the Crown’s negligence. Certainly the cost of removing the 700,000 smolts ($300,000) will be caused by the Crown’s failure to consult because the smolts would not have been added but for the negligently issued permit. However, the resulting loss in potential earnings (estimated at $15,000,000) will likely go unrecovered based on the “essential purpose of tort law, which is to restore the plaintiff to the position he would have enjoyed but for the negligence of the defendant.”\textsuperscript{124} If the Crown had never issued the permit those potential earnings would not have been actualized anyway.

There is no room at the causation stage for the objection that the failure of a private party to inspect permits for requisite consultation negates causation. This would amount to an argument of comparative blameworthiness at the causation stage – an approach squarely rejected in Hanke.\textsuperscript{125} Comparative blameworthiness does not enter the analysis until the causation threshold is met, at which point it is subsumed into any applicable contributory negligence assessment.

However, a private party permit inspection argument, even if properly handled under contributory negligence, should ultimately fail in reducing the quantum of liability. To hold otherwise would require reversal of the established principle that “[i]f the defendant’s conduct is found to be a cause of the injury, the presence of other non-tortious contributing causes does not reduce the extent of the defendant’s liability.”\textsuperscript{126} In Kamloops the defendant City had a legal duty to enforce the prohibition of occupancy of a home that did not meet the foundational integrity requirements of the relevant by-law.\textsuperscript{127} Due to the fact that inspections were the responsibility of the City, it was held that there was no obligation on the plaintiff to verify the integrity of the foundation. Similarly, in the duty to consult cases, it has been stressed that the duty lies not with private parties but with the Crown and it is not the responsibility of private parties to ensure that Crown authorizations carry the requisite consultation.

\section*{D. Proximate Cause}

Crown liability for damages will be limited if the proximate cause cannot be established. The test for injunctive relief on a Haida motion distances the act of Crown authorization from the loss experienced by the private party as a result of a restriction of activities. Injunctive relief on a Haida motion is far from a guaranteed result. Restriction of private party operations is a remedy that is only granted after a careful balancing of inconvenience.\textsuperscript{128} It could be argued that the decision of a First Nation to initiate a Haida motion coupled with a Court’s decision to grant such an application are intervening forces rendering the Crown’s failure to consult too remote.

This argument is met by the principle, established in Overseas Tankship (U.K.) Ltd v. Morts Dock & Engineering Co. Ltd., that “the essential factor in determining liability
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is whether the damage is of such a kind as the reasonable man should have foreseen” rather than the presence or absence of directness. Haida lays out for all to see the circumstances that create a duty to consult and the possible consequences of a failure to comply with this duty. As a result of Haida principles, injunctive relief on a successful Haida motion caused damage to private parties in Blaney and initially in Betsiamites. In the wake of the Supreme Court of Canada and the British Columbia Court of Appeal decisions in Haida, the chain of events that resulted in damage to Marine Harvest and, initially, Kruger, cannot be considered unusual. The outcome in both cases was the logical result of Crown authorization without consultation and it can be expected to occur again where the Crown fails to consult.

E. Damage

Plaintiffs alleging negligence must demonstrate damage. A successful Haida motion may result in an injunction against resource-based activities and various losses warranting compensation. It would be reasonable to expect cessation or delay of natural resource-based activities to lead to stand-by costs for equipment and workers, deterioration of allocated natural resources, and losses for breach of contractual obligations to secondary manufacturers. In overturning the interlocutory injunction in Betsiamites, the Quebec Court of Appeal acknowledged the obvious damage to Kruger that would result if its operations were enjoined for any significant period of time (the project had required very large investments). In Blaney, the successful Haida motion resulted in a partial injunction. Marine Harvest was forced to transport fish to other fish farms at a cost. Enjoined businesses in similar positions would have little difficulty meeting the damage requirement

CONCLUSION

As lower courts refine the Haida framework through application, inequity is emerging. The cost of the Crown’s duty to consult and accommodate First Nations is being externalized onto innocent third parties. Such parties have not asserted sovereignty over the land yet they bear the consequences of the Crown having done so. This paper makes the qualified assertion that a cause of action in negligence against the Crown may exist when third parties suffer loss due to Crown failure to adequately consult and accommodate First Nations.

For such an action to succeed, the Crown’s authorization of the third party activity in question will likely need to have occurred after Haida and Taku, for these decisions rendered the duty to consult reasonably foreseeable in most cases. Further, any licences, permits or approvals granting permission to the private party to carry out resource extraction activities will have to be specific and clearly defined so that a sufficiently close and direct relationship may be established. The Crown's
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authorization will need to have been executive and operational rather than legis-
lative. The enabling legislation cannot contain a preclusive exemption. Addition-
ally, where damage to the third party is in the form of pure economic loss, reliance
should be demonstrable.

If Crown-authorized private activities are enjoined due to the Crown’s failure to
make a reasonable attempt at discharging its clearly defined constitutional duty
then the Crown may have been negligent. This is particularly so on the facts in cases
like Blaney, where the Crown, having ignored its clearly defined constitutional ob-
ligation, is ordered by a court to go back and comply while an innocent third party
suffers loss.